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Sometime in 1987 Billy Hudson, a long-time LLNL Containment Scientist and the Task 
Leader for Containment Diagnostics, put together a presentation entitled “Turning Points 
in Containment”. This presentation identifies challenges, lessons learned, and changes 
made in containment practice over a 20-year period, from 1967-1987. Besides providing 
a significant historical summary, the presentation is valuable as we maintain a position of 
readiness 14 years after the last underground nuclear detonation. It is particularly 
valuable to personnel who are new to the program and have no first-hand experience in 
implementing underground nuclear test containment for actual tests. We now view this 
material as a unique containment summary with timeless importance. We envision this 
report to be particularly useful to new Containment Program members and anyone 
interested in the history of underground nuclear test containment practices.  
 
We believe that the Barnwell test, detonated in 1989, would have been added to this 
summary if Billy Hudson had the opportunity to update the presentation. We have chosen 
to add a few slides to the end of the original presentation to describe the issues and 
lessons learned from Barnwell.  
 
 
 
 
John Rambo, Containment Program Archivist 
Gayle Pawloski, Deputy Containment Program Leader 
Norman Burkhard, Containment Program Leader 
20-November-2006 
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The time between 'leaks is 4 years 
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The newly formed Containment Program comprised: 
~~a 
A group in L-Division under Bill McMaster. 
. , 
A group ,in NTED under Palmer House. 
. . 
A group in K-Division under Larry Ramspott. 
The Program Leader was Larry Germain. 
The primary goals were to prevent such 
data losses as occurred on HUPMOBILE 
and satisfy the LTBT. 
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POD was the first event to contain a 
coal-tar epoxy stemming platform IIU 
It had been observed that some events involved 
stemming loss after detonation 
Complete or partial stemming loss was believed to 
be a significant threat-to containment 
It was also recognized that most event cavities 
could hold all of the stemming 
. . 
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The TUN event posed a serious threat 
to the stemming column 
A pressure of - 15 psia was observed in the stemming 
column at approximately half a DOB 
Radioactivity was detected in the ground zero (GZ) 
area at H + 1 minute 
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On December 18th 1970, the BANEBERRY 
event occurred 1111 
A dynamic release of steam and radioactive debris 
began at about 3-112 min 
The release continued for 2 hr, venting an 
estimated total of 6.7 x lo6 Ci into the atmosphere 
The radioactive cloud was tracked as far as the 
Canadian border 
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BANEBERRY had a significant impact on testing l!! 
No tests were conducted for six months 
The Test Evaluation Panel (TEP) was replaced by 
the Containment Evaluation Panel (CEP) with 
Jim Carothers as the chairman 
The objective of the CEP was to ensure 
"satisfactory containment" 
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HAREBELL, The first event after BANEBERRY 
contained new features 1111 
Ground shock closure sections 
A gas tight pinhole assembly 
A CTE plug at the bottom of the surface casing 
An additional CTE plug 
Additional SDOB 
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(379.5 ft) (379 ft) 377 f t  
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(1217 ft) 1216 ft - 
1252 ft  
Diagnostic canister 
Device canister 
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MANTECA was the first event to include 
Two Part Epoxy (TPE) plugs B 
Field tests showed these plugs to be of high strength 
Field tests also showed they were not as good gas blocks 
All LLNL events from MANTECA (1982) till AGRlNl(1984) 
had TPE plugs 
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ARMADA: A fines layer with cable fan-out and 
gasblocks was not a block to gas flow 1114 
Gas at low pressure passed a 12 m fines layer 
in a few seconds 
Subsequent fan-outs were improved with 
wider cable spacings 
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AGRlNl was the first event to use gypsum concrete 
plugs and liquid CTE gas impedance plugs 
Stemming platforms were of gypsumlcoarse aggregate 
Gas impedance plugs were of liquid CT filled coarse 
The deep plug was of gypsumlcoarse aggregate 
Diagnostic data indicate all performed as expected 
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AGRINI behavior was not anticipated 1 1 1 1  
A very deep (67 m), narrow (12 m diameter 
at the surface), bottle-shaped crater was 
formed at about 1314 hours after detonation 
About eight hours later, unexpected 
radioactivity was detected on the surface 
During the following 26 hours, about 1700 Ci 
(predominately isotopes of Xe) were 
determined to have been released 
All activity appeared to come from the crater 
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KAPPELI and TIERRA were Pahute Mesa events 
where very low level radioactivity could be 
monitored for long periods of time 
~iu 
Both events were observed to "leak" 
days after detonation 
A recent study by Erv Woodward suggests 
late-time leakage on the MESA is related 
to near surface geology 
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ROQUEFORT data indicate that I!!!! 
Gypsumlaggregate plugs are not reliable as gas blocks 
Liquid coal-tarlaggregate plugs cannot be reliably made 
to stay in . place: . 
ROQUEFORT had the highest pressure levels observed 
in the stemming column since BANBERRY 
Subsequent events have had "sanded" gypsum plugs, 
mixed at the surface and pumped to depth 
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The MIGHTY OAK investigation is incomplete; 
however, MIGHTY OAK findings are consistent 
- 
with several possible threats El 
Unfavorable near-cavity geology 
Failure of the LOS pipe system 
Failure of the tunnel stemming 
Combinations of the above 
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The first successful measurements of a complete 
cavity pressure history were made on CORNUCOPIA 
Three independent measurement systems gave almost 
identical pressure histories extending from about 30 s 
until collapse at about 9 hr 
. . 
Similar data were obtained from two other events 
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CORNUCOPIA B!I 
Cavity pressure was measured until collapse at about nine hours 
WORK POINT: 381 4 6 
Time (hours) 
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The major containment problem areas 
were recognized as: B 
Near cavity geology 
Overburden geology 
Stemming 
Cables and cable bundle 
LOS pipes 
It was generally believed (I should say hoped) that 
relevant problems could be solved within two years 
and we could get on with more interesting work 
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We also adopted a more aggressive 
diagnostics philosophy E! 
A feature worth emplacing is worth diagnosing 
Emplacement and quality assessment: was 
the "as-built" consistent with the "design"? 
Performance: did the feature perform as expected ? 
Phenomenology: was actual behavior consistent with 
model or calculational predictions ? 
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March 2006
We feel that the Barnwell test, conducted in 1989, would
have made Hudson’s list of turning points in Containment.
Phenomenology: was the actual behavior consistent with model
or calculational predictions?
• Pre-test calculations indicated possible residual stress
       less than cavity pressure
• Because of this a larger than usual set of diagnostics
       was fielded
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March 2006
 Radiation was detected below the stemming platform
 for Barnwell.
• Barnwell exhibited a 2-stage collapse (~4 min and ~2 hr)
• 50,000 R/hr was observed ~430 m depth in 4.2 min
• 600 R/hr was observed at ~200 m depth in 3 hr
• Post-test calculations show loss of residual stress above
  the cavity in the direction of radiation flow
• Radioactivity is rarely encountered uphole for tests >100 kt
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